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IN THE FINAL PAR T OF HER SERIES, PA IN TING TUT OR ANN WITHERIDGE
EXPLORES HOW A KNOWLEDGE OF MATE RIALS CAN ENHANCE YOUR WORK
hile the most important skill is our own
hand using the tools, the correct equipment
can greatly facilitate our vision . A first-hand
knowledge of art materials - properties and compounds
of paints, priming and stretching canvases, brushes
and so on - is an integral part of any artist's education.
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BRUSHES

RIGHT Rosemary & Co

These come in many shapes, sizes and varieties : flats,
filberts, rounds, fans and brights (short flats). The
types of hairs are equal to the variety of shapes, from
bristle and synthetic to sable and mongoose. A bristle
is usually used for the block-ins and al/a prima work,

series 47 brushes

whereas a sable is suited for glazing. The most
traditional is a hog filbert. A long handle helps you
stand at a distance from your canvas. Joaquin Sorolla
used brushes up to three feet long. Rosemary & Co
has a 24-inch handle, which is ideal for perspective
and standing at a distance.
Before the invention of brushes, artists used
bamboo sticks, feathers and quills. Nowadays we have
an extensive range of brushes from which to choose.
At London Fine Art Studios, where I teach , we use
Rosemary & Co Artists Brushes. They are handmade in
Yorkshire using the best materials, and are the most
durable. For beginners, I recommend Series 47. These
are quality hog brushes, but also inexpensive. As you
grade up, I would suggest you move on to the ivory long
filberts. These hold a lot of paint, as well as being
sturdy and long lasting. For a treat, buy a few Masters'
Choice mongoose brushes, but only once you have
learned to care for brushes. Many artists like using
flats , both short and long. I like rounds. The shape of
your brush helps define your calligraphy but it is best to
start with filberts, which are the most classic shape,
before moving on to a brush that might dictate style.

THE PALETTE
Jackson Pollock would disagree, but the palette is
essential studio kit. Monet's was huge and Joaquin
Sorolla's was said to be as big as the lid of a grand
piano. Many types of rigid, flat surfaces have been
used to mix paint, from limestone, wood , paper and
glass. Walnut is used for its clear, pale tone; its rich
hue allows colours to stand out. There has been a shift
towards glass with a medium-grey card underneath,
which makes values stand out. It's also easy to clean.
Many beginners use white tear-away palettes
because they are practical , but they do not help with
the painting process. Against the white surface,

students underestimate the value and density of
colours. New Wave Fine Art Products makes my
favourite palettes; its hand-held versions are
lightweight and perfectly balanced so your arms do
not get tired. New Wave also has tempered glass and
tear-away palettes, which are grey in tone. The latter
provide convenience but still allow you to gauge the
value of your colour. How you lay out your colours and
mix on the palette is important - it should be in
keeping with a systematic approach to painting.
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THE PALETTE IS AN
ESSENTIAL PIECE OF
STUDIO KIT. MONET'S
WAS HUGE AND JOAQUiN
SOROLLA'S WAS SAID
TO BE AS BIG AS THE
LID OF A GRAND PIANO

THERE IS A RANGE OF
MEDIUMS OR VEHICLES
WE CAN USE TO HELP
PAINT MOVE AROUND
SUPPORTS
The surface you paint on wi ll affect the final outcome.
It is possible to paint on canvas (linen or cotton),
board , paper, and even copper and silk. Linen is the
most traditional , not to mention more durable, flexible
and arch ival. It is also relatively easy to stretch and
comes in many different weaves.
Stretching a canvas can be an art in itself, as is
preparing the ground or tone of the primed surface.
This is often left visible and alters the colour on top.
Historically, a lead white ground was tinted with
pigment to make a ground or colour. Th e best examples
are Red Earth or Bole, bone ground (Anthony van Dyck),
grey blue (John Singer Sargent) and pink/Burnt Sienna
(John Constable). You can put an imprimatura, or
th inned transparent brown/ blue, directly on the white
primed canvas. Landscape painters often used sized
paper because it is lightweight and convenient for
travel. London Fine Art Studios uses Claessens linen
because the primer is good quality. Often a student will
arrive with a linen canvas, but the primer is so bad they
may as well paint on plastic. With a cheaper, cotton
canvas, feel the surface before you start. If it is rough,
give it a light sand or it might ruin your brushes.

PAINTS
Thou gh pigments have always been used, the range of
colours has increased enormously. Oil paint is a dry
pigment bound in a med ia. Oils can be bound in
safflower, poppy, linseed and wa lnut. Pigments have
two compositions : inorganic or mineral and organic or
animal/plant. Oil painter Lawrence Alma-Tadema was a
purist about not mixing the different compositions,
believing it wou ld help the longevity of the work.
Beginners should use student grade paints in which
real pigments aren't always used; they feature cheaper
pigments mixe d with dyes and fillers . At Lo ndon Fine
Art Studios we use Michael Harding. They are made
with a mix of modern and historic pigments, using
contemporary and ancient methods. They are well
ground , mostly in linseed oil , so you don't need thinners.

MEDIUMS
There is a range of mediums or veh icles we can use to
help paint move around the canvas. Artists use
turpentine or an odourless turpentine substitute for the
imprimatura (th in block-in). It evaporates quickly, so
you can organise shapes, and broad va lue and colour
patterns, before you lay down thick paint.
The best paint makers generally grind colours in
linseed oil with as much pigment as possible and
no fillers. This can make paints stiff. Adding a touch
more linseed oil helps it move without changing the
make-up. You can also use mediums that
have dammar resin or balsam added to
the linseed oil to change the feel of paint.
Whether runny or thick, the medium can
speed up or slow down drying, as we ll as
give a glossy, matt or satin finish . Our
standard medium is three parts: one-part
stand oil; one-part dammar varnish; and
one-part turpentine.
In the best examples, knowledge of
technique and materials are bound
together. Velasquez used a limited
palette (four o,il colours) counterbalanced
by meticulous surface preparation. His
fam iliarity with the demands of the
medium and the tools of his trade meant
he was able to retain the power
and quality of the painting with few
well-selected components.
Ann Witheridge teaches at London Fine Art
Studios. www.londonfineartstudios.com;
www.annwitheridge.com

